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ABSTRACT:

Cross sections for the fusion of 1 0- I 1B+ 1 0- 1 1B have been

measured in the energy range froa 1.5 MeV/A to 5 MeV/A. The 1OB*-1C3

system unexpectedly present a hindered fusion cross section when

compared to the l0B+nB " 1IB+11B reactions and to standard model

predictions. The missing / /jxi cross section was diverted the 103 exit

channel with a total kit* ~ tc energy characteristic of strongly damped

collisions. Q-values -d kinematical analysis togeth.-r with angular

distributions suggest t inary symmetric decay of the composite 2O.\'e

system.
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Systematic^ studies of fusion reactions of medium weight

nuclei have revealed that the macroscopic characteristics of the

colliding nuclei and resulting compound nucleus are determinant in the

1 2%fusion cross section limitation • '. However, when light nuclei such as

the 2s-lp shell ones are involved, systematic descriptions become very

difficult to establish'*''. The understanding of the mechanism

responsible for the inhibition of the compound nucleus formation in the

lighter systems is further complicated by the influence that the

structures of the participant nuclei exert in the process and by the

large variety of important and competing reaction cechanisms which

prevail.

On the other hand, collisions between light nuclei allov the

formation of a variety of composite systems with comparable size and

angular momentum but with significant differences in their excitation

energies resulting from the large variation that the binding energy can

undergoes when a single nucleon is added.

Because the binding energy per nucleon for light nuclei has

not yet reached saturation and the Coulomb and centrifugal repulsive

forces have not as yet significantly surpassed the attractive nuclear

force, the amalgamation of the collision participants becomes a very

probable channel, and the posterior fission into two complex fragments

Is severely restricted.

In this letter, we report on the observation of a definitive

inhibition of the fusion cross section for the 10B+1(>B system resulting



in a significant: cross section of fission like reaction products in

contrast Co an appreciable fusion cross section with the lack of such an

intense outgoing channel in the both nB+ uB and nB+10B reactions.

In the experiaent, 10>1IB self supporting targets were

bombarded by " 1 X B beams from the University of Sio Paulo Pelletron

Accelerator. The bombarding energies ranged from IS MeV to 50 MeV.

Ugbt, cha.ged reaction products and evaporation residues were

identified by means of a position sensitive iontzation chamber. Angular

distributions ranging from '^g-S* to 45* were measured in steps of 1*

•long with excitation functions at five forward angles. Comp .ete

elastic scattering angular distributions (24 MeV < E ^ < 43 MeV, AE^-8

MsV; and IS* $ > M i 120*, AJ - 1') were also measured using the

kinematical coincidence technique. Fits to these elastic angular

distributions supplied optical model parameters and total reaction cross

sections for the three systems investigated.

Fusion and reaction products ' were distinguished by

comparing the velocity spectra for the Z-S, 6 and 7 elements to chose

expected for the evaporation residues and the transferred particles with

optimum Q-values respectively.

Figure 1 shows the critical angular momentum for the fusion

of the three systems investigated. These critical angular momenta were

derived from the magnitude of the fusion cross sections by using a sharp



cutoff approximation. The grazing angular momentum (i r ) was derived

from the experimental reaction cross sections obtained from the elastic

scattering data. The yrast lines correspond to c fit of the 20'2122:.'e

known yrast states '.

The relation r/D that fits the trajectory of the complete

fusion critical angular momenta in figure 1 (where T and D represent the

avenge level width ' and spacing ' respectively) indicates that the

20Ne is formed at a higher temperature than 2INe and 22Se compound

nuclei. Fits of the measured excitation functions to the Clas and

Mosel model, supplied values of Rer (Rj) and Ver <VB) for the critical

(barrier) radii and potential strengths. These values were used in the

determination of the reduced fusion cross sections 0
F/R

Z
B shown in

figure 2a for which most of the macroscopic effects of the entrance

channel on the fusion cross section are removed, consequently enhancing

any possible anomalous behaviour of a particular system. In fact, the

10B+J0B system displays a significantly hindered cross section (« 40S

lower than for the other two reactions) and as a consequence, a lover

critical angular coaentu», A detailed investigation of the velocity

converted spectra of the Z-5 products, reveals that a broad structure is

clearly present, with an average velocity larger than that expected for

an evaporation residue of the 20Ke compound nucleus. The analysis of

the angular dependence of these velocities describes a circle centered

at the compound nucleus velocity (see fig,3a), and suggests the

occurrence of a binary process with a symmetric splitting of the



composite nucleus. Measurements ' of the evaporation residues tinte of

flight reveal :'r.ac they correspond to 10B.

Displayed in figure 3b are the total fusion cross sections

for the I3B+1SB system and the cross section for the Binary Symmetric

Decay (BSD). The sun of all the processes observed, including the

quasi-elastic processes when identification is possible, exhausts the

total reaction cross section. The threshold V°r for the BSD is of the

order of the fission barrier height (» 12 M e V ) 1 1 > 1 2 ) for the critical

angular comenta. Liquid Drop Model (L.D.M) predictions for nuclei as

light as 20Ne are not expected to be reliable when shell effects are

relevant and diffused surfaces do not allow leptodermous expansion.

However, j'.st for illustration, in figure 1, the critical angular

momentum associated to a vanishing fission ' arrier <By) is indicated.

The resemblance of the experimental values to the predictions • ' of

liquid drop models support the picture of the dynamical scission of the

rotating composite nucleus, which attains a very deformed configuration

at relatively lov angular momenta ( i 12ft).

At each bombarding energy the most probable Q-value was

extracted and no dependence on the detection angle has been observed.

Th« angular distributions o* these Z-5 products were found to reflect an

isottopic emission probability (d<r/dft « 1/seni) indicating that the

composite nucleus survived longer than a single rotation period before

scission occured (see figure 3b).

The r-agnitudes of the measured cross sections for this



fission-like process (i.e. -270 mb/sr for the 10B+r3 channel, -130

Bib/sr for the JaB+uB channel and <70 mb/sr for the l:B+nB channel at

E^j • 48 . MeV) are at least a factor of twenty larger than the

predictions for fusion-fission cross-section based on Hauser-Feshbach

calculations. Furthermore, 95Z of the Z-5 yield predicted by Monte-

Carlo calculations for the 1OB+UB system belong to the 1:B isotope while

the observed yield is du« to 10B. The observed velocity shifts of these

fully damped fragments, when compared to the velocity of the residues of

a sequential evaporation of o-particles (i.e. aap channel), cannoc be

accounted for, even if high energy o-particles were evaporated very

anisotropically. However, an enhanced statistical enission of heavy

fragments could justify this shift.

The production of lithium and beryllium in very light heavy

ion reactions has been investigated"'1 ^ and it has been shown that the

mechanism is predominantly compound. The magnitude of the observed

cross section is very low and would not account, in the case of a (Li-a)

seqüencial emission, for the observed WB yield. This has been verified

by means of detailed Hauser-Feshbach calculations for Li and Be

evaporation which predict at most a cross section of the order of 10

mb/sr for the 10B+10B system at 48 MeV for a first chance lithium

emission. A further argument that strongly restricts the possibility of

a significant Li evaporation chain is the fact that the total observed

lithium cross section is of the order of 196 mb/»r ac -c MeV and that

t\e analysis of the energy spectra and angular distributions sur.fe



that direct processes like projectile break-up and alpha-pârticle

stripping are dominant in its composition.

Recent studies ' of collisions between medium weight

nuclei have revealed the existence of a yield resulting from the break-

up of a dinuclear system, associated with a strongly damped collision.

An interpretation based on the statistical decay of a dinuclear doorway

configuration characterized by an orbiting20' process has been

successful in describing measured cross sections. These models were

applied for the fusion and possible "orbiting" of the B+B systems.

According to the model presented in Ref. 20, a cross section of 160 mb

for integrated orbiting yield for the 10B+10B reaction at EUB-4SXeV can

be predicted. In spite of predicting a somewhat lower cross section

Chan that observed, this nodel also predicts a significant yield (of

160 mb) for the n B + n B reaction at the sane bombarding energy, a feature

which is not observed experiaentally.

The picture of a composite dinucleac 29Ne system splitting

•t higher angular momenta is further supported by anaiizing the energy

surface in the fi-y plane based on Strutinsky type calculations ' for che

2eNe and 22Ne yrast states. The trajectories of the yrast states shown

in ref. 7 indicate that the MNe, in spite of being a comparatively sore

compact nucleus is, at higher angular momenta, a far more softer nucleus

which suffers a sudden deformation from 0 - 0.1 to 0 - 0.6, becoming

nearly prolate when states with J-lAft are populated. This fact is not

expected in the case of "tie.



Although in the present work the mass distributions of the

fission-like products appear to be a very narrow band due to the low

compound nucleus excitation energy; additional experiments, to determine

precise mass distributions and to establish a systematics on the

symmetric splitting of very light systems, are advisable to clarify this

rarely observed and still poorly understood phenomenon.
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FIGURS CAPTIONS:

Fig.l. Excitation energy (B*) of the compound nucleus versus the

critical angular momenta (?er) squared. The solid lines re-

present a fit to determine the T/D overlap condition. The

dot-dashed AQ - 0.27 Ag, line describes the constant fusion

temperature limit from ref. 21. For the yrast line (dotted)

and I "* definitions see the text. The L.D.M. critical an-

gular momentum for a vanishing fission barrier is indicated by

the Br - 0 dashed line.

Fig.2.a) Reduced fusion cross secti n» obtained using the barrier para-

meters: [R, (fm); V, (MeV)J - [6.81;5.16J, [6.80;4.651 and

[7.12;4.62] for the 10B + WB, 10B + M B and U B + U B reactions

respectively.

b) Experimental cross sections of the 10B+J0B reactions: evapora-

tion residues (closed circles); BSD fragments (closed trian-

gles) and their sun (ope i triangles). The sua including the

measured quasi-elastic cross section is represented by open

circles. Vf represents the BSD process threshold. The dotted

line represents a fit to the Glas and Mosel model an the solid

line corresponds to the derived total reaction cross section.



Fig.3.a) Experimental average velocities for the Z - 5 fission HY.o

products (closed circles). Cases in which electronic cutoff in

the velocity spectrum exists are indicated by the open circles.

The dashed line indicates the expected evaporation residues ve-

locities, and the solid lines, the fragments velocities for the

BSD vith Q-values indicated.

b) Angular distributions of the Z - 5 spectra for a 1 MeV bin

centered at the most probable <Q> value, for the leB+10B reac-

tion at two different bombarding energies.
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